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• Thoroughly screen policy applications & renewals
• Know your customer
• Digitize your underwriting & renewal processes

Problem
In underwriting, NAICS codes are an important tool to calculate risk. 
As it stands, over 50% of all businesses are misclassified. That means 
that fines can easily be handed out, but also means that fraudulent 
scams can fly under the radar because there’s so many to correct.

Solution
Our software will calculate risk based on conditions and will uncover 
things like violations, workers’ compensation claims, and previously 
hidden information. From here, you can ask, are people lying? Are 
they in compliance with this code? Do they have the correct licenses 
for what they are serving? If any of these answers look suspicious, 
insurance carriers will then know to take extra precautions.

NAICS Classification
Classify and regulate
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Thoroughly Screen Policy Applications & Renewals
With a pdf in hand, full of NAICS code risks (critical violations, licensing violations,
workers’ compensation claims, and more), carriers can increase efficiency and
confidence tenfold with a fast and uniform underwriting process.

Know Your Customer
Leverage internal and external data sources to gather information from
prospective clients’ websites. Keywords searches tell you whether or not this
company is classified correctly and if they pose a risk to their carrier. Make
underwriting decisions confidently: Who am I doing business with? Am I
allowed to do business with them? Do I want to do business with them?

Digitize Your Underwriting & Renewal Processes
Policy FRISS enables digitalized and automated quotation, application, underwriting, 
and renewal processes. Enable straight-through processing. Work more efficiently and 
effectively. Improve your customer experience with seamless customer onboarding.

Your benefits:
• Easily identify possible risks
• Full understanding of risk assumption

Your benefits:
• Easily avoid high risk claims
• Make policyholder decisions confidently

Your benefits:
• Minimized operational costs
• Machine learning model

130
Million screenings

per year

8.9
Average customer

rating

1+
Billion $ saved

per year

300+
Implementations 

worldwide
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• Instant risk assessment
• Complete insights
• Real-time attribute identification

Problem
In underwriting, risk assessment is the process of screening prospective 
policyholders. By looking at the overall liability associated with someone, 
underwriters can make an informed decision about the fees of their premium. 
However, usually it will take between 5 and 7 days to review a single business. 
Our Underwriting Insights can do this in 5-7 seconds, reducing time by 99.99%

Solution
We provide ease of use and alignment with the digital world by providing an 
extremely simple interface. We simplify and enrich the world of underwriters by 
gathering and aggregating information through traditional and nontraditional 
sources and building insights. We let you focus on the core: Underwriting, we 
do the chore: data and information gathering for risk evaluation.

Risk Insights Review
Expedite risk assessments by 99.99%
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Instant Risk Assessment
Verify and understand each risk with only four fields of
information. Skip the arduous questionnaires and offer your
agents and customers an efficient experience.

Complete Insights
Understand every risk with aggregated, blended and verified
data. Complete the picture before you consider the risk.

Real-time Attribute Identification
Get insight into evolving considerations with layered data.
Uncover information that was previously inaccessible.

130
Million screenings

per year

8.9
Average customer

rating

1+
Billion $ saved

per year

300+
Implementations 

worldwide

Your benefits:
• Simple customer interface
• Comprehensive insights
• Simple selection

Your benefits:
• Better insights
• Better selection
• Better pricing

Your benefits:
• More insights
• More accuracy
• More profitable business
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• Audit/Review of programs/MGAs/Book Rolls/M&A’s
• Reinsure with confidence
• Policy and claims data insights

Problem
Carriers have the ability to review policyholder information on a case-
by-case basis. But do they truly know the risk of their business if they 
can’t view it on a portfolio level? Information is constantly changing and 
updating, and our book snapshot wants to keep you in the loop.

Solution
A book snapshot takes a carrier’s entire clientele and produces 
information to give them a detailed report about who is risky, and who 
isn’t. Book snapshots are designed to offer updated information covering 
every aspect of the underwriting process: liabilities, violations, special 
conditions, etc. The goal is to offer insurers a way to feel more confident 
in their underwriting decisions.

Book Snapshot
Calculate risk at a portfolio level
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Audit/Programs Review/MGAs/Book Rolls/M&A’s
Modern data insights link to each risk to show a concise, current and
correct look at the risks on the book. Risks can be flagged for review,
while directionality of the book can be put in the spotlight.

Reinsure with Confidence
Reinsurers deserve to know what’s in their portfolio.
Understand today’s risk for what it really is.

Policy and Claims Data Insight
Policy data collection is typically low on veracity and completeness.
Understand the policy level insights between Underwriting AI data
and Policy data in a comparative and complementary manner.

Your benefits:
• Directional movement of risk factors
• Policy data insights aligned with Risk Insights
• Testing of hypotheses on complex UW criteria

Your benefits:
• More visibility & insights
• Match risks to treaties

Your benefits:
• Trust but verify
• Answers complex UW questions

130
Million screenings

per year

8.9
Average customer

rating

1+
Billion $ saved

per year

300+
Implementations 

worldwide
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• Data ingestion
• Data comparison
• Data Corrections

Problem
In the context of insurance, ACORD stands for the “Association for Cooperative 
Operations Research and Development”. It is an international organization 
that looks to improve levels of efficiency in terms of data usage, within the 
insurance industry. They develop widely accepted data acquisition guidelines 
and produce a range of standard insurance documents for carriers to use.

Solution
Using forms provided by ACORD, we create a baseline for risk assessment 
and automate the process of inputting and reviewing that information. This 
frees up time for carriers, and with the information that the documents provide, 
we can combine it with our own risk assessment to create a more thorough 
report for customers.

ACORD Ingestion
Automate data and standardize information
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ACORD Forms Data Ingestion
ACORD forms vary based on insurance lines of businesses and the specific
versions adopted by various agency management systems. Trying to understand
all the forms and editions is a major task for carrier personnel. A standardized
and digitized version of the ACORD forms data allows carriers to leverage the
information in various ways.

ACORD Form Data Comparison
Customer/Agents submit risk data as part of the ACORD forms. Underwriting
AI collects data through its own processes for the same business entity. It is
valuable for Insurance companies to compare the data submitted by Agents
combined data collected by us.

ACORD Form Data Corrections
Customers/Agents submit policy coverage data in ACORD forms across various
carriers. Sometimes insurance carriers have to change the policy coverage
request to adapt to their own appetite or policy coverages that they are offering.

130
Million screenings

per year

8.9
Average customer

rating

1+
Billion $ saved

per year

300+
Implementations 

worldwide

Your benefits:
• Digitized data to trigger UW actions
• Reduce or eliminate manual data entry
• Combine data forms to trigger UW insights

Your benefits:
• Comparisons between ACORD and UW Insights
• Definitive source use for specific fields
• Automatic data suggestions in the agent/insured portal

Your benefits:
• Policy coverage edits divided by carrier
• Guidelines for this based on insured risk profile



FRISS is the leading provider of Trust Automation for P&C insurers. Real-time, data-
driven scores and insights give instant confidence and understanding of the inherent 

risks of all customers and interactions.

Based on next generation technology, the Trust Automation Platform allows you to 
confidently manage trust throughout the insurance value chain – from the first quote 

all the way through claims and investigations when needed.

Thanks to FRISS, trust is normalized throughout the organization, enabling consistent 
processes to flag high risks in real time.

About FRISS


